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Details of Visit:

Author: Roubideux1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 6 May 2013 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 130
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hey Do You Fancy A Change From The Norm ?
Website: http://www.mkhelen.co.uk
Phone: 07971047991

The Premises:

Spotlessly clean flat in the Hub, Milton Keynes. Lots of free parking in Sainsburys across the street
(and a good opportunity to buy Helen her favourite Dairy Milk chocolate). Rachel, Helens fantastic
and freindly maid, gives great directions and does her level best to make you feel special and is
happy to chat and put you at your ease. Bathroom is equally spotless and has a fantastic shower
with toiletries provided so you can be as fresh as a daisy all over. The bedroom can be a little
cramped for what Helen's imagination and skill can come up with but when she's in the room
everything else melts away regardless

The Lady:

Helen is my Goddess, my Aphrodite, my succubus. It may be a cliche but Helen's photo's do not do
her justice, she has an unsurpassed natural beauty, not spoiled by too much makeup. 5ft 8 without
her killer heels, slender size 10 with awesome natural breasts. But it's her eyes that make me
quiver, intelligent and piercing with a glint when she smiles and giggles, which is most of the time
when we are together. I could go on forever with superlatives but I would say, see for yourself, I
promise you won't regret it and will wonder why you left it so long too meet such a beauty

The Story:

I have been visiting Mistress for some 6 months and over this time she has intoduced me to
pleasures and sensations hitherto unknown to me, over this time I have become her Pet, and each
and every time we meet my heart pounds with excitement as she never fails to have some new
sensation or torture to try out for me, some new toy she wants to experiment with or, when I have
transgressed, new punishment for me to endure.
As Mistress Helen's Pet I have been allowed certain privileges which shall remain between us
alone, but I never cease to be amazed by her sublime mix of tenderness and caring whilst being
totally dominating and exacting. Mistresses toy collection is extensive including several different
types of whips, floggers, canes and crops all of which gives it's own unique sensations and pain in
her skillful hands. Electrics, including her new violet wand are a consistant source of amusement for
Mistress which can as easily tickle as to torture, lots of CBT devices and restraints everything you
could possibly imagine and wish for and much more besides. And of course she has an extensive
wardrobe of both kinky (PVC, leather, latex and her favourite, corsets to die for) and more vanilla
clothing to suit any fantasy you may have.
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Mistress always takes time before, during and after to find out what you are thinking and likes to
have as much feedback as possible to make your time together exciting and memorable, and even
to ensure each visit is equally as memorable. I have homestly lost count of the number of times I
have visted Mistress Helen but each visit has been unique and the more we learn and grow
comfortable with each others needs and desires the better our time together gets. Nothing turns me
on more than the sound of her laughter and giggles as she administers some new torment on to
me, making my desire to take more and more so intense I sometimes drift off in to my own utopia.
For those of you not in to domination or are only curious I would urge you to visit Helen, as she
offers the best of both worlds, World class GFE with lots of affection and tenderness, coupled with a
delicously wicked domme persona, the ultimate cocktail of both worlds.
My only word of caution would be that Helen is not a lady that likes to be dominated herself.
Slapping, forcing, pulling and throwing her around will only get you ejected instantly and barred for
ever, so if that's your 'thing' Helen is not the lady for you. Treat her with respect and courtesy then
you will have the time of your life and will be craving more and more of her company. Simply the
best!!!!
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